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Abstract As video summarization techniques have attracted increasing attention
for efficient multimedia data management, quality evaluation of video summary
is required. To address the lack of automatic evaluation techniques, this chapter
proposes a novel full-reference evaluation framework to assess the quality of the
video summary according to various user requirements. First, the reference video
summary and the candidate video summary are decomposed into two sequences of
Summary Units (SUs), and the SUs in these two sequences are matched by frame
alignment. Then, a similarity-based assessment algorithm is proposed to automat-
ically provide comprehensive human-like evaluation results of the candidate video
summary quality from the perspective of Coverage, Conciseness, Coherence, and
Context (4C), respectively. Considering the evaluation, criteria of video summary
quality are usually application-dependent, the incremental user interaction is uti-
lized to gather the user requirements of video summary quality, and the required
evaluation results are transformed from the 4C assessment scores. The proposed
framework is experimented on a standard dataset of TRECVID 2007 and shows a
good performance in automatic video summary evaluation.

1 Introduction

The exponential growth of multimedia data and the wide application of multime-
dia technology have led to the significant need for efficient multimedia data man-
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agement [19]. Video summarization provides a means to manage video collections
more efficiently by generating a concise statement, called a summary, in such a
way that the user can understand the content of the video file(s) by merely viewing
the summary [12]. A good video summary epitomizes the essentials of the original
video in the form of storyboard (a collection of still images) [30] or video skim (a
much shorter video clip) [17]. An informative and concise video summary enables
efficient access to the voluminous, redundant, and unstructured video collections
[5].

Although video summarization has received more and more attention, a system-
atic evaluation framework for video summarization is still unavailable [29]. Cur-
rently, the quality of the video summary is mainly assessed by human individuals
[1, 14, 28], which is seriously influenced by human factors. Moreover, this kind of
manual evaluation has high labor cost and time cost [23]. The missing of the auto-
matic evaluation in video summarization also results in the problem that each work
on video summarization may demonstrate its performance using its own evaluation
method and often be short of the performance comparison with different techniques
[29].

Due to the limitation of manual evaluation for video summary, automatic eval-
uation techniques providing the human-like assessment are highly demanded [15].
Some work has been done to evaluate the quality of the video summary by automat-
ically calculating the inclusion and redundancy based on predefined ground truth [4,
8, 27, 32]. However, the uniform framework with comprehensive consideration for
automatic evaluation is still missing. For example, the correct order of the content is
very important for a good video summary, but this criterion and its interaction with
other criteria have not been fully explored by current work. Moreover, the existing
automatic evaluation techniques only provide the evaluation results according to
their defined criteria respectively. They cannot satisfy the various user requirements
of video summary quality in different applications.

To address the problem of current work on automatic evaluation for video sum-
mary, we propose a uniform framework providing automatic video summary quality
evaluation according to various user requirements. The framework focuses on full-
reference quality evaluation for video summary, meaning that the candidate video
summary is evaluated based on the comparison with a predefined reference video
summary. Full-reference quality evaluation is initially defined by Wang et al. to
evaluate the quality loss of the image after some processing via comparing with a
complete perfect reference [31]. Relatively, there exist nonreference quality evalu-
ation [25] and reduced-reference quality evaluation [10] when the reference is not
or only partially available. Considering the users may have more ambiguous per-
ception of the perfect video summaries than in other applications, e.g., image com-
pression, we utilize one or several defined reference video summaries to represent
the perfect summaries and eliminate the inconsistence in evaluation. Furthermore,
to satisfy various user requirements of video summary quality in different applica-
tions, we divide the whole evaluation procedure into two steps. We first generate
a requirement-independent intermediate evaluation results by assessing the video
summary quality according to a general criteria and then transform the intermediate
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evaluation results to the final ones to satisfy the user requirements. In this chapter,
we utilize the 4C criteria in [6] as the intermediate evaluation criteria. It provides
a comprehensive description of video summary quality, including the aspects of
information representation, such as coverage and conciseness, and the aspects of
user perception, such as coherence and context. The existing human-like evaluation
criteria can be mainly derived from the criterion or combinations of the criteria in
these four aspects. In the evaluation framework, we propose several novel methods
to calculate the scores on these criteria automatically. With the 4C assessment re-
sults, we use the incremental user interaction to gather the necessary information
of user requirements and generate the required evaluation results by automatically
transforming the 4C assessment scores.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces current quality evalu-
ation methods for video summary. Section 3 proposes a novel framework of video
summary quality evaluation and some initial processing algorithms, such as sum-
mary unit generation and matching. Section 4 provides the automatic 4C assessment
algorithm for providing comprehensive intermediate evaluation results. Section 5
presents the transformation between the 4C assessment scores and the required
evaluation results using user-interaction-based automatic transformation. Section 6
shows the performance of the proposed framework and techniques by experimenting
on the standard datasets. The chapter is closed with conclusion and further work.

2 Related Work

Referencing the classification of text summarization assessment [2], quality evalu-
ation of video summary can be classified into two categories, intrinsic evaluation
and extrinsic evaluation. The former tests the summaries by themselves, while the
latter tests the summaries based on how they interact with the completion of some
other tasks. In this chapter, we use intrinsic evaluation to assess the video summary
quality.

Based on the difference of human’s interaction, current quality evaluation meth-
ods for video summary can be further categorized to manual evaluation and auto-
matic evaluation [29]. Manual evaluation mainly involves independent users judg-
ing the quality of the generated video summaries and calculates the cognitive value
based on psychological metrics [8]. The direct and the most widely used manual
evaluation is asking the different persons to grade the summary individually and
calculate the mean opinion score (MOS) as the quality score of the summary [9].
But only using the overall score is too rough in evaluation. So different evaluation
criteria are proposed to define the desirable characters for a good summary. A typ-
ical set of evaluation criteria was proposed by He et al. [6], who provided the 4C
criteria for an ideal video summary:

– Coverage: the set of segments selected for the summary should cover all the “key”
points.

– Conciseness: any segment selected for the summary should contain only neces-
sary information.
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– Coherence: the flow between the segments in the summary should be natural and
fluid.

– Context: the segments selected and their sequencing should be such that prior
segments establish appropriate context.

Existing work of manual evaluation can be mainly recapitulated by the criteria
or combinations of the criteria under these 4C criteria. For example, in the task of
rushes summarization for TRECVID 2007 [22], the criterion of ground-truth inclu-
sion actually can be considered as one way to measure the coverage of the summary.

Although manual evaluation is probably the most useful and realistic form of
video summary evaluation [29], it suffers from several problems. First, manual eval-
uation is seriously affected by human factors [22]. Illustrated using TRECVID 2007
rushes summarization task, one evaluator is asked to evaluate four hundred and
thirty-two video clips from eighteen rushes files. Moreover, for each rushes file,
the evaluator should assess twenty-four very similar summaries. Consequently, it is
so difficult to guarantee that the evaluator can keep the consistent scoring criterion
throughout the evaluation, although he may intend to [22]. The human factors of
manual evaluation can be removed or partially removed by some statistical tech-
niques based on large dataset experiments. Unfortunately, it leads to high labor cost
and huge time consumption [29]. For these reasons, the large user-set study is not
widely employed [8]. Even for the TRECVID 2007, each video summary is only
evaluated by three persons, which is far from what is required by statistical suffi-
ciency. In addition, the invested labor and time in the user study for evaluating one
algorithm is not reusable for another algorithm; all the effort has to be repeated each
time when an algorithm has been changed or a new algorithm has been developed
[7].

Due to the limitation of manual evaluation, the automatic evaluation techniques
for video summary are highly demanded. Currently, automatic evaluation tech-
niques can be classified into two categories. One category focuses on assessing the
objective criteria, such as the length of the summary [22], while another category
works on providing the human-like assessment by quantitative analysis of multime-
dia content. To map human’s judgment, most automatic evaluation methods manu-
ally define a set of ground-truth or/and keyframes. Silva et al. [27] and Yahiaoui et
al. [32] calculate the coverage of video summary by using the total keyframe num-
ber in summary or keyframe number in average keyframe set in place of the ground
truth inclusion. Huang et al. [8] calculate precision, recall, and redundancy rate by
matching the predefined ground truths in order to evaluate the content coverage and
redundancy of video summary. Dumont et al. [4] use machine learning methods to
train the automatic assessors on the manually generated ground truth and evaluate
the ground truth inclusion of video summary by the assessors. Unfortunately, these
methods only provide the evaluation of video summary quality in one or several
aspects. Some important factors influencing video summary quality, such as the or-
der of video content, are ignored in current work. Moreover, the existing automatic
methods can only provide the evaluation results according to their defined criteria.
The users cannot obtain the quality evaluation of video summary according to the
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requirements outside these criteria. Till now, a uniform framework with comprehen-
sive considerations of automatic evaluation for video summary is unavailable yet.

3 Uniform Framework for Video Summary Quality Evaluation

Figure 1 shows the framework of full-reference quality evaluation system for video
summary. The reference video summary is assumed to be the only perfect abstrac-
tion of the original video file, which can be automatically or manually generated by
any approaches or tools. This means that a candidate video summary will obtain a
full mark in any criterion of evaluation if and only if the candidate video summary
is the same with the reference one in this criterion. If there exist more than one ref-
erence summary, the evaluation is carried out on each reference video, and the best
evaluation result is chosen as the final result. In this way, full-reference video sum-
mary quality evaluation is formalized to the problem of pair-wise video sequence
comparison for evaluation purpose.

Although many techniques have been proposed to compare the similarity of the
video sequences [13, 26], none of them have been successfully applied to video sum-
mary quality evaluation because of the different targets of the tasks. Most existing
works of video sequence comparison are designed for video retrieval and classifica-
tion [19], so they focus on providing qualitative results, for example, relevance or
irrelevance for video retrieval. In other words, the target of these algorithms is to
capture the main content while keeping insensitive to the details. But for video sum-
mary evaluation, the main content of the candidate summaries are almost identical.
The difference of certain kinds of details often represents the difference of the qual-
ity. Therefore, these existing video sequence comparison techniques are not directly
applicable to video summary evaluation. In this chapter, we address the problem by
aligning the video summaries and compare the video summaries based on the align-
ment result. Considering that the video content may be represented with incorrect
order in the candidate summary, we first decompose the reference summary and the
candidate summary into a set of Summary Units (SUs) respectively and then apply
frame alignment algorithm in matching the SUs from the two summaries.

Based on the SU matching result, we compare the reference summary and the
candidate summary for quality evaluation. To provide a flexible evaluation mecha-

Fig. 1 Uniform framework for quality evaluation of video summary
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nism satisfying various user requirements, we divide the following evaluation into
two steps that generate the requirement-independent intermediate evaluation results
and transform the intermediate evaluation results to the final results satisfying user
requirements respectively. We first calculate the quality scores of the candidate sum-
mary individually in four aspects: coverage, conciseness, coherence, and context,
which are derived from the 4C criteria in [6] and treated as the intermediate evalua-
tion results. Then, we utilize the incremental user interaction to gather user require-
ments of video summary quality. The users are asked to manually evaluate some
training data according to their required criteria. Based on the user interaction, the
transformation model from the 4C assessment scores to the required evaluation re-
sults is generated. For the different candidate summaries evaluated by the same cri-
teria, only once user interaction and transformation model generation are needed.
Finally, the evaluation results of the candidate summary quality are generated by
automatic transformation.

3.1 Summary Unit Sequence Generation

Simply speaking, summary unit is defined as the component to compose a video
summary. It can be a video scene, shot, subshot, and even a frame for different
video files and different summarization targets. Definitely, if the spatial separability
is permitted, SU can be a special region of the frame or an object, and if the spatial-
temporal separability is permitted, SU can be defined as a trajectory. Moreover,
SU also can be a data package of synchronized or unsynchronized video, audio, and
close caption. Due to the page limitation, we only consider the temporal separability
of the video file for video summary quality evaluation, e.g., subshot is used as SU
in this chapter. Thus a video summary can be described as an SU sequence with the
appropriate order.

Considering a video summary S with N SUs, it can be represented using the SU
sequence S = {SU1,SU2, . . .}N . Hence, the reference summary and the candidate
summary can be represented as follows:

RS = {SUR1,SUR2 , . . .}NR
,

CS = {SUC1 ,SUC2 , . . .}NC
,

(1)

where RS and CS denote the reference summary and the candidate summary, and NR

and NC are the SU numbers of RS and CS, respectively. The following evaluation
is based on the comparison of these two SU sequences. In this chapter, we generate
the SU sequences using the twin-comparison algorithm in [33].

3.2 Frame Alignment-Based Summary Unit Matching

After SU sequence generation, we build the comparison between the reference sum-
mary and the candidate summary on the basis of SU matching. This means that we
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check each SU in the candidate summary by looking for the most similar SU in
the reference summary and compare the reference summary and the candidate sum-
mary based on the SU matching result. Various algorithms are available for subshots
matching [4, 20]. Considering the requirement of matching accuracy, we treat SU as
a time-order frame sequence and match SUs by aligning the corresponding frame se-
quences with the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm [21]. The frame alignment-based
SU matching method can provide more accurate matching result than clustering-
based methods for it can distinguish the detail differences between two adjacent
SUs with similar content.

We represent SURi
in the reference summary as a frame sequence {f Ri

1 , f
Ri

2 ,

. . .}mi
and SUCj

in the candidate summary as a frame sequence {f Cj

1 , f
Cj

2 , . . .}nj
,

where m and n are the frame numbers of SURi
and SUCj

, respectively. Then, we
use the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm to achieve the optimal matching of SURi

and SUCj
. The Needleman–Wunsch algorithm utilizes dynamic programming in

alignment, and the objective function is defined as follows:

sp1 = χ
(
f Ri

p , f
Cj

1

)
,

s1q = χ
(
f

Ri

1 , f
Cj
q

)
, (2)

spq = max
(
sp(q−1), s(p−1)q , s(p−1)(q−1) + χ

(
f Ri

p , f
Cj
q

))
,

where χ(f
Ri
p , f

Cj
q ) is a function to denote whether f

Ri
p and f

Cj
q can be matched.

In our previous work [24], we utilize the similarity on local HSV color histogram
to judge whether two frames can be matched. Though local HSV color histogram
has good performance in video content similarity measurement, it cannot effectively
distinguish the video frames with similar content but different details. It may lead to
the inaccuracy in SU matching and influence the further quality evaluation. There-
fore, we use Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [16] instead of local HSV
color histogram in this chapter, which is effective in distinguishing different visual
content and widely used in near-duplicate video detection [3, 11]. For each frame

f
Ri
p in SURi

and each frame f
Cj
q in SUCj

, we detect the keypoints in them with
Hessian Affine detector and match the keypoints in the two frames by calculating
their local gradient histogram distance. If the local gradient histogram distance of
two keypoints is smaller than a predefined threshold (usually 0.3), the two keypoints
are matched; otherwise, they are not matched. Note here that in order the matched

frames in alignment to be highly similar, each keypoint kpx in f
Ri
p (or kpy in f

Cj
q ) is

only required to look for its matched keypoint within the 16×16 neighboring region

around the corresponding position in f
Cj
q (or f

Ri
p ). This constraint can well reduce

the computational cost and avoid the keypoint mismatching. If no such keypoint
exists, the contribution of keypoint kpx (or kpy ) in frame matching is set to 0; oth-
erwise, the contribution of the two keypoints is both set to 1. Each keypoint is only

allowed matching one keypoint, and the match value of f
Ri
p and f

Cj
q is calculated
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Fig. 2 Aligned frame
sequences of two SUs in the
reference summary and the
candidate summary

as follows:

Mat
(
f Ri

p , f
Cj
q

) = 1

N
Ri
p

∑

kpx∈f
Ri
p

ϕ(kpx) + 1

N
Cj
q

∑

kpy∈f
Cj
q

ϕ(kpy), (3)

where N
Ri
p and N

Cj
q are the numbers of keypoints in frames f

Ri
p and f

Cj
q , respec-

tively, ϕ(kpx) and ϕ(kpy) denote the contributions of keypoints kpx and kpy in

frame matching, respectively, and Mat(f Ri
p , f

Cj
q ) denotes the matching value of

f
Ri
p and f

Cj
q . If the matching value of f

Ri
p and f

Cj
q is larger than a predefined

threshold thrf m (thrf m = 0.6 in our experiments), we consider the two frames as

matched, i.e., χ(f
Ri
p , f

Cj
q ) = 1; otherwise, χ(f

Ri
p , f

Cj
q ) = 0.

As shown above, we obtain the frame alignment result between two SUs in the
reference summary and the candidate summary. Figure 2 shows an example of the
result of frame alignment. If a frame in SURi

(or SUCj
) matches the correspond-

ing frame in SUCj
(or SURi

), such as f
Ri

5 and f
Cj

4 , we call it “matched frame”;

otherwise, such as f
Ri

3 and f
Cj

6 , we call it “unmatched frame.”
To judge whether SUCj

matches SURi
, the alignment score of frame alignment

is calculated as

Align(SURi
,SUCj

) = sminj
. (4)

Considering that SURi
and SUCj

may partly match, that is, that SUCj
may lose

some frames of SURi
or contain some redundant frames, we calculate the final align-

ment score as follows:

Align(SURi
,SUCj

) = 1

min(mi, nj )
sminj

. (5)

If the maximal alignment score for SUCj
, according to some SURi

in all the SUs
in the reference summary, is higher than the predefined threshold thrSU (thrSU =
0.8 in our experiments), SUCj

is considered to match SURi
; otherwise, SUCj

is
considered as a noise SU. The summary unit matching algorithm is provided in
Table 1.

After SU matching, each SUCj
in the candidate summary matches an SURi

in
the reference summary or is considered as a noise SU.
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Table 1 Frame alignment-based SU matching between the reference summary and the candidate
summary

Algorithm: Summary unit matching

Input: SUCj
= {f Cj

1 , f
Cj

2 , . . .}nj
∈ CS

SURk
= {f Rk

1 , f
Rk

2 , . . .}mk
∈ RS,∀k, k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,NR}

Output: SURi
or NULL

1. for each SURk
= {f Rk

1 , f
Rk

2 , . . .}mk
∈ RS,

calculate the matching value of each frame pair (f Rk
p and f

Cj
q ),

match SURk
and SUCj

using frame alignment:

scoreRk
= Align(SURk

,SUCj
).

2. select SURi
∈ RS with the maximal score:

i = arg max
1≤k≤NR

(scoreRk
).

3. if scoreRi
> thrSU , return scoreRi

;

else, return NULL.

Here

RS: the reference summary

CS: the candidate summary

SURk
: any SU in the reference summary

SUCj
: an SU in the candidate summary

f
Rk
p : any frame in SURk

f
Cj
q : any frame in SUCj

4 Similarity-Based Automatic 4C Assessment

The assessment with 4C criteria provides a comprehensive human-like evaluation
of video summary quality. It is used to generate the requirement-independent in-
termediate results as the basis of the further evaluation in our framework. In 4C
assessment, we assess the 4C scores of the candidate summary by comparing with
the reference summary based on the SU matching result. In the following, we dis-
cuss the assessment of coverage, conciseness, coherence, and context, respectively.

4.1 Coverage Assessment

Coverage of the candidate summary represents how much content of the reference
summary is covered by the candidate summary.
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We define the coverage of the candidate summary as the sum of the coverages of
all the SUs in the reference summary:

Cov(CS) = 1

NR

NR∑

i=1

Cov(SURi
). (6)

For each SURi
in the reference summary, the coverage of SURi

is calculated as
follows: if none of the SUs in the candidate summary matches SURi

, Cov(SURi
) is

0; if there only one SUCj
matches SURi

, Cov(SURi
) is the content of SURi

covered
by SUCj

; if there exist many SUs in the candidate summary that match SURi
, we

choose the SUCj
with the highest alignment score to SURi

to calculate.
The covered content of SURi

can be calculated as the sum of the covered content
of the frames in SURi

based on the result of frame alignment in SU matching. As
shown in Fig. 2, for a matched frame, such as f

Ri

5 , its covered content can be cal-
culated as the similarity between it and its corresponding frame in alignment. For
an unmatched frame, such as f

Ri

3 , its content may be partly covered by the corre-
sponding frames of its nearest matched frame, since the adjacent frames in a video
file are usually interrelated in content which calls “temporal redundancy” of video
characteristics.

To clearly explain the covered content calculation of SURi
, we define the concept

“related frame.” For a matched frame, its related frame is the corresponding frame
which matches it. For an unmatched frame, look for the nearest matched frame(s)
before or/and after it. If only one matched frame is found, we define the related
frame of the found matched frame as the related frame of current unmatched frame;
if two matched frames are found, we choose the more similar corresponding frame
to current unmatched frame as its related frame. For example, in Fig. 2, f Ri

5 matches

f
Cj

4 , and the related frame of f
Ri

5 is f
Cj

4 . f
Ri

3 does not match any frame in SUCj
,

so we look for the nearest matched frame(s) of f
Ri

3 in SURi
(f Ri

2 and f
Ri

4 ) and

select the more similar corresponding frame from f
Cj

2 and f
Cj

3 as the related frame

of f
Ri

3 . In this way, the coverage of SURi
can be represented as the sum of the

similarity between its frames and their related frames. It is calculated as follows:

Cov(SURi
) =

{
maxj

( 1
mi

∑mi

p=1 Sim(f
Ri
p ,RF(f

Ri
p ))

)
if SUCj

matches SURi
,

0 if no SU matches SURi
,

(7)
where RF(f

Ri
p ) is the related frame of f

Ri
p in SUCj

, and Sim(·, ·) is the similarity
between two frames. In frame similarity measurement, we divide the frames into
4×4 regions with same size and shapes. For each region, 16-bins color histogram on
HSV color space is extracted according to MPEG-7 [18]. Each frame is represented
by a 256-bins feature vector, and the similarity between two frames is calculated
according to Euclidean distance of their feature vectors.
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4.2 Conciseness Assessment

Conciseness of the candidate summary represents how much redundant content is
contained in the candidate summary.

We define the conciseness of the candidate summary as the sum of the concise-
ness of all the SUs in the candidate summary:

Coc(CS) = 1

NC

NC∑

j=1

Coc(SUCj
). (8)

For each SUCj
in the candidate summary, the conciseness of SUCj

is calculated
as follows: if SUCj

is a noise SU, Coc(SUCj
) is 0; if only SUCj

but no other SU in
the candidate summary matches a SURi

in the reference summary, Coc(SUCj
) is the

useful content of SUCj
which is also contained by SURi

; if there exist many SUs in
the candidate summary which match the same SURi

in the reference summary, we
select the SUCj

with the highest alignment score to SURi
to calculate and consider

that the concisenesses of the other unselected SUs are 0.
Similar to coverage assessment, conciseness of SUCj

is calculated as the sum of
the contained useful content in frames of SUCj

. Based on the result of frame align-
ment in SU matching, the useful content contained in a frame of SUCj

is calculated
as the similarity between it and its related frame in SURi

, and the conciseness of
SUCj

is calculated as follows:

Coc(SUCj
) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
nj

∑nj

q=1 Sim(f
Cj
q ,RF(f

Cj
q ))

if SUCj
is the selected SU matching SURi

,

0 if SUCj
is a noise or unselected SU,

(9)

where RF(f
Cj
q ) is the related frame of f

Cj
q in SURi

, and Sim(·, ·) is defined as in (7).

4.3 Coherence Assessment

Coherence of the candidate summary represents how coherent is the candidate sum-
mary in representation.

We consider the coherence of the candidate summary in two aspects: inter SU co-
herence and inner SU coherence. Inter SU coherence means the coherence between
SUs, and inner SU coherence means the coherence within each SU. The coherence
of the candidate summary is defined as follows:

Coh(CS) = ω1 · Cohinner(CS) + ω2 · Cohinter(CS), (10)

where ω1 and ω2 are positive weight coefficients, and ω1 = ω2 = 0.5 in our experi-
ments.

We first assess the inter SU coherence by comparing the mean values of the
distances between two adjacent SUs in the reference summary and the candidate
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summary. The distance between two adjacent SUs in a video summary S is calcu-
lated as the distance between the last frame of the former SU and the first frame of
the latter SU:

Disinter(SUSk
,SUSk+1) = D

(
f Sk

nk
, f

Sk+1
1

)
, (11)

where SUSk
and SUSk+1 are two adjacent SUs in video summary S; f

Sk
nk

and f
Sk+1
1

are the last frame of SUSk
and the first frame of SUSk+1 , respectively; and D(·, ·)

denotes the distance between two frames, which is calculated by Euclidean distance
of their local HSV color histogram feature vectors.

The inter SU coherence is calculated as follows:

Cohinter(CS) = 1 − max

(

0,
1

NC − 1

NC−1∑

j=1

Disinter(SUCj
,SUCj+1)

− 1

NR − 1

NR−1∑

i=1

Disinter(SURi
,SURi+1)

)

. (12)

Next, we define the inner SU coherence of the candidate summary as the sum of
the inner coherences of all SUs:

Cohinner(CS) = 1

NC

NC∑

j=1

Cohinner(SUCj
). (13)

The inner coherence of SUCj
is calculated by comparing to its matching SURi

in
the reference summary. To calculate the inner coherence of each SU, we define the
“average distance” between two frames fp and fq as follows:

D̃(fp,fq) =
{

1
q−p

∑q−1
k=p D(fk, fk+1), p < q,

0, p ≥ q,
(14)

where D̃(, ) denotes the average distance between two frames.
Then, we evaluate the inner SU coherence by comparing the distance between

each frame and its successive frame with the average distance between their related
frames:

Cohinner(SUCj
) = 1 − 1

nj − 1

nj −1∑

k=1

max
(
0, D

(
f

Cj

k , f
Cj

k+1

)

− D̃
(
RF

(
f

Cj

k

)
,RF

(
f

Cj

k+1

)))
, (15)

where RF(f
Cj

k ) is the related frame of f
Cj

k in SURi
.

Note here that a noise SU in the candidate summary does not have a matching
SU in the reference summary and its frames do not have their related frames. Hence,
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we replace the average distance between the related frames in (15) with the mean
value of the distances between each frame and its successive frame in all the SUs of
the reference summary. The inner coherence of a noise SU is calculated as

Cohinner(SUCj
) = 1 − 1

nj − 1

nj −1∑

k=1

max

(

0, D
(
f

Cj

k , f
Cj

k+1

)

− 1

NR

NR∑

i=1

D̃
(
f

Ri

1 , f Ri
mi

)
)

, (16)

where f
Ri

1 and f
Ri
mi

are the first and the last frames of SURi
.

4.4 Context Assessment

Context of the candidate summary represents how ordered the SUs of the candidate
summary are.

Since the noise SUs and the missing SUs do not influence the order of the other
SUs in the candidate summary, we ignore them in context assessment. For the re-
peated SUs in the candidate summary, that is, when more than one SU matches the
same SU in the reference summary, we retain one of the SUs in the candidate sum-
mary each time and compute the mean value of its contexts in all situations. So the
context of the candidate summary is defined as follows:

Cot(CS) = 1

NS

Ns∑

k=1

Cotk(CS), (17)

NS =
NR∏

i=1

max(1,Ni), (18)

where Ni is the number of SUs in the candidates summary that match SURi
in SU

matching, and NS is the number of all possible situations.
To calculate the context of the candidate summary, we define the order of SUs.

If SUSi
and SUSj

are two SUs in a video summary S, then the order of SUSi
and

SUSj
is

OS(SUSi
,SUSj

) =
{

1 if SUSi
appears in front of SUSj

in S,

0 otherwise.
(19)

For SUCj
and SUCq in the candidate summary, we define the “inversion” as fol-

lows:

Inv(SUCj
,SUCq ) =

{
1, OCS(SUCj

,SUCq ) �= ORS(SURi
,SURp),

0, OCS(SUCj
,SUCq ) = ORS(SURi

,SURp),
(20)
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where SUCj
and SUCq match SURi

and SURp in SU matching, respectively.
We define the context of the candidate summary as follows:

Cotk(CS) = 1 −
∑

j �=q E (SUCj
,SUCq ) · Inv(SUCj

,SUCq )∑
j �=q E (SUCj

,SUCq )
, (21)

where E (SUCj
,SUCq ) is the effect of SUCj

to the understanding of SUCq .
In this chapter, we assume that the viewer will not trace back and only consider

the effect of the prior SUs to the understanding of the following SUs. We consider
the effect of SUCj

to the understanding of SUCq to be determined by the distance
between their matched SUs in the reference summary and calculated as follows:

E (SUCj
,SUCq ) =

{
F(|p − i|), ORS(SURi

,SURp) = 1,

0, otherwise,
(22)

where F is a decreasing function, e.g., F(x) = 1/x.
According to the above methods, we can obtain the scores of the candidate sum-

mary on 4C criteria. But these scores may not exactly match the manual evaluation
results though they are highly related to user perception. So, we fit the scores to
generate the final 4C automatic assessment results.

We utilize linear regression to fit the score on each criterion:
⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

sCov

sCoc

sCoh

sCot

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ =

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

αCov

αCoc

αCoh

αCot

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ + diag(βCov, βCoc, βCoh, βCot)

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

Cov(CS)

Coc(CS)

Coh(CS)

Cot(CS)

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ , (23)

where sCov, sCoc, sCoh, sCot are the final 4C assessment scores, and αCov, αCoc, αCoh,
αCot, βCov, βCoc, βCoh, βCot are the weight coefficients.

These weight coefficients can be calculated by the least squares method:

(
α#, β#

) = arg min
∑(

s′
# − α# − β# · #(CS)

)2
, (24)

where # is a criterion in 4C criteria, including Cov, Coc, Coh, and Cot; s′
# is the

manual evaluation result on the criterion; #(CS) is the automatic assessment score
on the criterion before fitting.

5 User Interaction Based Individual Evaluation

Though 4C criteria can provide comprehensive description of video summary qual-
ity, the viewpoint and perspective of video summary quality are usually application-
dependent [29]. This means that the users may require individual evaluation results
with various criteria in different applications. For example, the rushes summariza-
tion task in TRECVID 2007 requires evaluating video summary quality in “INclu-
sion of ground truth” (IN), “EAse of understanding” (EA), and “lack of redundancy”
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(RE) [22]. Designing the automatic assessment methods for each required evalua-
tion criterion as above will lead to high labor cost of experts, and the existing au-
tomatic assessment methods cannot be well reused when new criteria are required.
In our framework, we propose an effective approach to transform the automatic 4C
assessment results to the evaluation results satisfying user requirements. For any re-
quired criteria, the approach can build the transformation model between 4C criteria
and the required criteria with some user interaction, and automatically transform the
4C assessment scores to the required evaluation results.

5.1 User Interaction Based Requirement Gathering

In the procedure of building the transformation model, we first gather the user re-
quirements of video summary quality by means of user interaction. The training
data with limited size is generated, and the automatic 4C assessment scores and the
manual evaluation results with the required criteria on the training data are used to
build the transformation model.

To gather the user requirements, we ask the users to evaluate the training data
with their criteria. In the user interaction, each user watches a reference summary
for three times to make the video content familiar and evaluates the corresponding
candidate summaries in a random order. To eliminate the influence of evaluation or-
der, the first evaluated candidate summary for each video file will be evaluated again.
When evaluating a candidate summary, the users are allowed to watch the reference
summary again but forbidden any operation in the candidate summary playing. Fig-
ure 3 shows the interface used in user interaction. The reference summary and the
candidate summary are displayed in the top of the interface. When evaluating a can-
didate summary, the user can choose to watch the reference summary first (press the
left button with the text “play RS”) or directly watch the candidate summary (press
the right button with the text “play CS”). If the user chooses to watch the refer-
ence summary first, the candidate summary will be automatically played following
the reference summary. After watching the candidate summary, the users are asked
to input the quality scores according to his/her required criteria, from 1 to M rep-
resenting the quality from the worst to the best in the corresponding criterion. The
textboxes for inputting evaluation results are in the bottom of the interface. Since the
number of the required criteria may be variable in different evaluations, the required
criteria are shown available (in white color) and marked with the corresponding
criteria labels (such as “IN”, “EA”, “RE”).

5.2 Transformation of 4C Assessment Scores

When obtaining the user interaction results, we build the transformation model for
adapting the 4C assessment scores to the required individual evaluation results. We
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Fig. 3 User interface for manual evaluation of video summary quality

use the weighted-sum model in this chapter, and more complex transformation mod-
els are left for the future work.

We represent the scores of the required evaluation criteria as

G = (g1, g2, . . . , gN)T , (25)

where N is the number of aspects in the required evaluation criteria.
Then we calculate the elements of G by the weighted sums of the 4C assessment

scores. Each gj in G can be represented as

gj = 1 + (M − 1) · (λj0 + λj1sCov + λj2sCoc + λj3sCoh + λj4sCot), (26)

where λj0, λj1, . . . , λj4 are the weight coefficients for evaluation result transforma-
tion. We constrain the value of λj0 in the range of [–1,1] and the values of the other
coefficients in the range of [0,1], and λj1 + λj2 + λj3 + λj4 = 1. The constants 1
and (M − 1) are used to ensure gj in the range of [1,M].

To simplify representation, let X = (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4)
T and Y = (y1, y2, . . . ,

yN)T , where x0 = 1, x1 to x4 denote sCov, sCoc, sCoh, sCot in that order, and
yj = (gj − 1)/(M − 1). Since the 4C assessment scores are in the range of [0,1]
and the evaluation scores with the required criteria are from 1 to M , each element
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Table 2 Transformation model from the 4C assessment scores to the individual evaluation results

Algorithm: Transforming 4C assessment scores to the required evaluation results

Input: 4C assessment scores on the training data

manual evaluation results with the required criteria on the training data

Output: weight coefficient matrix Λ

1. Generate the observation matrix X̂ from 4C assessment scores

X̂ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

x01 x02 · · · x0r

x11 x12 · · · x1r

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

x41 x42 · · · x4r

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

.

2. Generate the observation matrix Ŷ from the manual evaluation results with the
required criteria

Ŷ =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

y11 y12 · · · y1r

y21 y22 · · · y2r

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

yN1 yN2 · · · yNr

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

.

3. Calculate the weight coefficient matrix Λ by multivariate linear regression

λj = (λj0, λj1, . . . , λj4) = arg min
r∑

k=1

(yjk − λj0x0k − λj1x1k − · · · − λj4x4k)
2,

Λ = (λ1;λ2; . . . ;λN).

in X and Y is in the range of [0,1]. Then, (26) can be represented as

yj = λjX = λj0x0 + λj1x1 + · · · + λj4x4. (27)

Considering each variable yj in Y separately, we calculate the transformation be-
tween X and Y by multivariate linear regression. Assuming that there are r indepen-
dent observations of yj , the best weight coefficient vector λj for yj can calculated
by the least squares method:

(λj0, λj1, . . . , λj4) = arg min
r∑

k=1

(yjk − λj0x0k − λj1x1k − · · · − λj4x4k)
2, (28)

where (x0k, . . . , x4k, yjk) denotes the kth observation of yj .
Table 2 shows the procedure of calculating the weight coefficient matrix for trans-

forming the 4C assessment scores to the required evaluation results.
With multivariate linear regression, an N × 5 weight coefficient matrix Λ will

be generated. In matrix Λ, the coefficients in each row represent the weights of
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the 4C assessment scores in calculating the result of the corresponding required
criterion, and the sum of the coefficients in each column represents the weight of the
corresponding 4C criterion in the required evaluation criteria. The evaluation results
according to user requirements can be transformed from 4C assessment results as
follows:

G = 1 + (M − 1) · ΛX. (29)

5.3 Incremental User Interaction

The complexity of correlations between the 4C assessment scores and the different
required criteria are usually different. For example, the IN and RE criteria used in
TRECVID 2007 have direct correlation to the coverage and conciseness criteria,
respectively, but the EA criterion has more complex correlation to 4C criteria. For
these required criteria, the sizes of training data to build their transformation models
may be different.

In order to reduce the labor cost in user interaction, we carry out the user inter-
action in an incremental way. Initially, a subset of the training data is selected by
random sampling in the 4C assessment score space. After the evaluators evaluate
the subset and the corresponding weight coefficient matrix is generated, we calcu-
late the mean absolute error (MAE) in each criterion on the subset. Since the subset
is selected by random sampling, we consider that the weight coefficients can well
transform the 4C assessment scores to the required evaluation results if the MAE
in some criterion is smaller than a predefined threshold,\ and stop the evaluators to
further evaluate in this criterion by setting the corresponding textbox to unavailable,
such as the IN criterion in Fig. 3. For the remaining criteria, we incrementally pro-
vide more candidate summaries by randomly sampling in the training data till the
MAEs in all criteria are smaller than the predefined threshold or all the candidate
summaries in the training data are evaluated.

6 Experiments

We validate the performance of the proposed full-reference evaluation techniques
for video summary on the standard dataset from TRECVID 2007 rushes summa-
rization task. There are three reasons to select this dataset for our experiment. First,
as a global competition in video summarization, TRECVID rushes summarization
task provides an accepted dataset and the corresponding video summaries generated
by different participants for each original video, which can be used to generate the
reference summaries and the candidate summaries. Second, the rushes videos are the
unedited raw footages with several repeats of each shot, so the summaries generated
from rushes usually have more problems in redundancy and context than the sum-
maries generated from other videos. It can more efficiently validate the performance
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of 4C assessment algorithm. Third, TRECVID provides the criteria to evaluate the
generated video summaries that can be used to validate the user interaction-based
individual evaluation method.

While building the dataset in our experiments, we select ten rushes from 42
files that have different source files, durations, retake times, and movie tones.
The selected rushes are: MRS025913, MRS042543, MRS042548, MRS043400,
MRS044500, MRS048779, MRS145918, MRS157445, MRS157475, MS210470.
Each video file used in our experiments is generated from one selected rush, and
it includes one typical shot with multiple retakes. The reference summary of each
video file is generated by manually assembling the extracted frames. We also se-
lect ten participants from total twenty-four participants, whose provided summaries
include the corresponding parts of our selected video shot files and have different
performances in the competition. The ten selected participants are: attlabs, cityu,
cmu, cost292, hkpu, kddietal, ntu, thu-icrc, ucal, umadrid. Each participant provides
one candidate summary for each video file in the experiments, so totally there are
one hundred candidate summaries. We randomly select fifty candidate summaries
to build the training data and treat the rest fifty candidate summaries as the test data.
To provide the manual evaluation results, we invite ten volunteers as the evaluators
in our user studies. They are in age of 20 to 40, including undergraduate and grad-
uate students, officers, and company employees. To our knowledge, they have no
idea about our work before the user studies. To eliminate the personal evaluation
preference, the mean value of the evaluation results from all evaluators to the same
candidate summary in each criterion is treated as the final manual evaluation result
of the candidate summary in this criterion.

In this section, the first experiment provides the validation of the 4C assessment
algorithm, the second experiment presents the feasibility of the incremental user
interaction, and the third experiment shows how to effectively transform the 4C
assessment scores to the evaluation results with the required criteria.

6.1 Validation of 4C Assessment Algorithm

We first demonstrate the 4C assessment algorithm on shot 103 in rushes file
MRS044500, which has been chosen as the demo video in the TRECVID 2007
for rushes summarization task.

The reference summary is generated manually, and eight candidate summaries
are described in Table 3. We decompose the reference summary and the candidate
summaries to a set of SUs as shown in Fig. 4 and calculate the scores of candidate
summaries’ quality by 4C assessment.

Table 4 shows the 4C assessment results of the candidate summaries. Candidate
summary 1 obtains full scores in all four criteria because it is totally same with the
reference summary. Candidate summaries 2 to 5 are four artificially generated sum-
maries with the obvious problems in coverage, conciseness, coherence, and context,
respectively. Candidate summary 2 misses the last two SUs of reference summary,
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Fig. 4 Video summaries for the rushes file of shot 103 in MRS044500. Here, the SUs in the
reference summary (RS) are represented with SU1, . . . , SU8. The SUs in the candidate summaries
are represented according the SUs in the references summary: SUi denotes a same SU to the SUi

in RS; RDSUi denotes a reduced SU of the SUi in RS; RTSUi denotes a retake of the SUi in RS;
NRSUi denotes a near SU of the SUi in RS, which can be a retake, a reduced one, or any other
similar one; SUnoise denotes a noise SU
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Table 3 Different candidate
video summaries for the
rushes file of shot 103 in
MRS044500

CS No. Description of the candidate summary

CS 1 same with the reference summar

CS 2 remove the last two SUs from the reference summary

CS 3 add two noise SUs in the head and end of the reference
summary

CS 4 drop the first 20% and the last 20% frames of each SU in
the reference summary

CS 5 invert the orders of the SUs in the reference summary

CS 6 a retake of the reference summary

CS 7 baseline summary (select 1 second in each 25 seconds of
the original video)

CS 8 a summary from one participant in TRECVID 2007

Table 4 4C assessment
scores on shot 103 in
MRS044500

CS No. sCov sCoc sCoh sCot

CS 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

CS 2 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000

CS 3 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000

CS 4 0.954 1.000 0.889 1.000

CS 5 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.652

CS 6 0.904 0.906 0.903 1.000

CS 7 0.690 0.421 0.827 0.541

CS 8 0.713 0.408 0.765 0.580

so the coverage is poor. Similarly, candidate summary 3 has two noise SUs in the
head and end, so the conciseness is poor. Candidate summary 4 is generated by
dropping 20% frames at the beginning of each SU and 20% at the end of each SU;
therefore, it leads to incoherence. In candidate summary 5, the SU sequence has the
wrong order, so the score of context is low. Candidate summary 6 is a retake of the
reference summary, so it has good performance in all four criteria. Candidate sum-
mary 7 is one baseline summary of TRECVID 2007, and candidate summary 8 is the
summary from one participant. These two candidate summaries are generated by au-
tomatic multimedia content analysis algorithms. Obviously, their performances are
not as good as the artificially generated summaries, and the problems of quality are
more complicated.

To further validate the effectiveness of the 4C assessment algorithm, we carry
out a user study on the whole dataset. We explain the 4C criteria to the evaluators
for five minutes before the manual evaluation. Then, each evaluator is asked to eval-
uate all the candidate summaries according to 4C criteria. The evaluation results in
the value range from 0 to 1 with ten steps, and higher score means better perfor-
mance.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of manual evaluation results and automatic assessment results according to 4C
criteria on the test data

Table 5 Performance of
automatic 4C assessment on
the test data

sCov sCoc sCoh sCot

MAE 0.064 0.083 0.107 0.085

CC 0.897 0.915 0.626 0.926

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the manual evaluation results and the auto-
matic assessment results according to 4C criteria on the test data. Table 5 shows the
MAE of the automatic 4C assessment results and their correlation coefficients (CC)
to the manual evaluation results. It shows high correlation in coverage, conciseness,
and context between the manual evaluation results and automatic assessment re-
sults. The results in coherence show weaker correlation, since the evaluators usually
hardly give very accurate judgments to the intensity and frequency of incoherence
in evaluation.
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6.2 Validation of Incremental User Interaction

In this subsection, we present the feasibility of incremental user interaction. We
select the human-like criteria in TRECVID 2007 rushes summarization task as the
required criteria, including IN, EA, and RE [22].

Since the provided scores of IN, EA, and RE in TRECVID 2007 are given to the
summaries of the total rushes but not the typical shots, we ask the ten evaluators
to evaluate the candidate summaries with the proposed user interaction approach in
Sect. 5. The scores used in evaluation are in five levels, i.e., from 1 to 5.

Using the transformation model generation algorithm in Table 2, we generate the
transformation model from 4C assessment scores to the required evaluation results
on the training data. We initially build a subset with 40% size of the training data (20
candidate summaries) and incrementally add 10 candidate summaries every time.
Table 6 shows the generated weight coefficient matrix in each step. We can find
that the criteria directly correlated to 4C criteria, such as IN and RE, can reach the
stable weight coefficients rapidly, and the criteria with more complex correlation
to the 4C assessment scores, such as EA, require more training data to adjust the
corresponding transformation models.

In our experiments, we use 0.1 as the threshold to measure the mean absolute
error on the training data. Hence, only the manual evaluation in EA is carried out on
the whole training data, and the manual evaluation in IN and RE is stopped after the
evaluation on the initial subset with 40% size. It shows that the proposed incremental
approach can reduce the labor cost in user interaction.

Table 6 Weight coefficient
matrix in incremental user
interaction

λji x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 MAE

k = 40% y1 0.073 0.985 0.007 0.009 0.018 0.083

y2 0.058 0.381 0.042 0.028 0.524 0.137

y3 0.025 0.009 0.967 0.023 0.004 0.091

k = 60% y1 0.135 0.962 0.016 0.007 0.002 0.084

y2 0.039 0.363 0.071 0.032 0.513 0.162

y3 0.047 0.006 0.953 0.016 0.005 0.083

k = 80% y1 0.064 0.971 0.021 0.008 0.009 0.086

y2 0.048 0.337 0.076 0.061 0.540 0.131

y3 0.053 0.012 0.957 0.014 0.003 0.095

k = 100% y1 0.079 0.976 0.013 0.003 0.006 0.085

y2 0.061 0.344 0.051 0.019 0.541 0.107

y3 0.052 0.018 0.968 0.009 0.007 0.092
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6.3 Validation of Evaluation Result Transformation

In this subsection, we will show how to transform the 4C assessment scores to sat-
isfy various evaluation requirements.

Based on incremental user interaction and the transformation generation algo-
rithm in Table 2, we can calculate the weight coefficient matrix to transform the 4C
assessment scores. Table 7 gives the weight coefficient values for IN, EA, and RE.
From Table 7 we can find that coverage and conciseness dominate the IN and RE
scores, respectively, while coverage and context dominate the EA score together. It
is consonant with the definition of IN, EA, RE in TRECVID 2007 [22].

We generate the automatic evaluation results in IN, EA, RE by weighted sum of
the 4C assessment scores. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the automatic
evaluation results and manual evaluation results in IN, EA, RE on the test data.
Table 8 shows the MAEs of the automatic evaluation results and their correlation
coefficients to the manual evaluation results. It is obvious that the proposed auto-
matic evaluation techniques can fit manual evaluation very well.

We further calculate the sum of coefficients in each column as the total weight
of the corresponding criterion in 4C criteria (Table 2). It can be used to assess the
criteria used in video summary quality evaluation. It shows that coverage and con-
ciseness are fully considered in the evaluation criteria including IN, EA, RE, but the
coherence is ignored.

Table 7 Weight coefficient
matrix for individual
evaluation results generation

λji x0 = 1 sCov sCoc sCoh sCot

gIN 0.073 0.985 0.007 0.009 0.018

gEA 0.061 0.344 0.051 0.019 0.541

gRE 0.025 0.009 0.967 0.023 0.004

total weight 1.338 1.025 0.051 0.563

Fig. 6 Comparison of manual evaluation results and automatic evaluation results in IN, EA, RE
on the test data
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Table 8 Performance of
automatic IN, EA, RE
evaluation on the test data

gIN gEA gRE

MAE 0.349 0.467 0.328

CC 0.875 0.813 0.906

7 Conclusions

This chapter presents a novel framework to evaluate the quality of the video sum-
mary according to various user requirements. The framework replies on three un-
derlying algorithms that are well adapted to the characteristics of video summary
evaluation: frame alignment-based summary unit matching, similarity-based auto-
matic 4C assessment, and incremental user interaction-based individual evaluation.
Together, they provide a complete evaluation framework that well satisfies the user
requirements in video summary quality evaluation. We have illustrated the perfor-
mance of proposed techniques on the standard dataset of rushes summarization in
TRECVID 2007.

Further work will be explored from two aspects. First, we intend to seek the
quality evaluation method without the requirement of a perfect reference summary,
i.e., nonreference or reduced-reference evaluation for video summary. Second, cur-
rent transformation model is based on linear combination of 4C assessment scores.
We will consider the possibility of other models and compare the evaluation perfor-
mance with the weighted sum model.
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